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Abstract 
● AIM: To investigate the variation in the central lamina 
cribrosa thickness (cLCT), and the central anterior lamina 
cribrosa surface depth (cALCSD), as well as the central 
prelaminar tissue thickness (cPLTT) related to age in 
healthy Chinese subjects.
● METHODS: A total of 96 eyes from 96 Chinese healthy 
subjects were recruited. According to age, the 96 cases 
were divided into three groups: the young group (YG, 
18-39y), middle-age group (MG, 40-59y) and older-age 
group (OG, 60y and above). Lamina cribrosa images were 
obtained from all participants using radial linear protocol 
by enhanced depth imaging spectral-domain optical 
coherence tomography. The cLCT, cALCSD and cPLTT 
were calculated from the average value of the lamina 
cribrosa thickness, anterior lamina cribrosa surface depth 
and prelaminar tissue thickness in the optic nerve head 
(ONH) centre point and paracentral points (150 μm from 
the centre point in the horizontal and vertical directions). 
● RESULTS: For the total subjects, the mean cLCT, 
cALCSD and cPLTT were 235.18±41.27, 358.02±93.80 and 
182.02±92.11 μm, respectively. No statistically significant 
differences in cLCT, cALCSD or cPLTT were found between 
gender and different eyes (P=0.27-0.92). The cLCT of the 
OG was the thickest among the three groups, while the 
cPLTT of the YG was the thickest among the three groups 
(P<0.05). Age was positively correlated with cLCT (r=0.42, 
P<0.001), and negatively correlated with cPLTT (r=-0.24, 
P=0.02). No significant correlation was found between the 
age and cALCSD (r=-0.06, P=0.55). And no correlation has 
been found between axial length and cLCT, cALCSD and 
cPLTT (P=0.11-0.81).

● CONCLUSION: The impact of age on the cLCT and the 
cPLLTT should be taken into account when analysing 
glaucoma and other diseases related to lamina cribrosa. 
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optical coherence tomography; age
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IntroduCtIon

L amina cribrosa (LC) is located at the posterior pole 
of the eye. It inserts into the sclera canal wall but is not 

continuous with the sclera. Such discontinuities between the 
LC and sclera make the LC a weak point of stress and strain[1], 
and makes it susceptible to damage from increased intraocular 
pressure (IOP) and translaminar pressure gradient[2-3]. Quigley 
et al[4] used the scanning electron microscopy and found 
that in glaucomatous eyes the LC sheets were compressed 
and the entire LC was backward bowing and considered the 
compression of LC might be a primary pathogenetic event in 
glaucomatous damage. Levy et al’s[5] study observed laminar 
posterior displacement after IOP elevation in primate eye. In 
experimental glaucoma monkey, the posterior deformation and 
thickening of the lamina were documented in early glaucoma 
eyes[6]. Because the LC is buried deeply beneath the optic nerve 
head (ONH) and difficult to be observed directly, previous 
studies of the LC have been limited to animal experiments or 
histological observations of cadaver eyes until the application 
of the scanning mode of enhanced depth imaging (EDI) by 
spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT)
[5-7]. The in vivo studies of LC revealed that the thickness of 
central LC was thinner in glaucomatous eyes than that of 
normal controls[8] and the depth of LC was significantly deeper 
than that of normal controls[9]. Epidemiological surveys have 
indicated that the incidence of glaucoma increases with age[10], 
thus investigate the influence of age on the LC may help to 
understand the pathogenesis of glaucoma. The present in vivo 
study collected the LC images from healthy Chinese subjects 
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of different ages, and investigated the age related changes 
of the central lamina cribrosa thickness (cLCT), the central 
anterior lamina cribrosa surface depth (cALCSD) and the 
central prelaminar tissue thickness (cPLTT).
SubjeCtS And MethodS
This study was conducted in the Zhongshan Ophthalmic 
Center, Sun Yat-sen University. The research protocols were 
approved by the Institutional Review Board at Zhongshan 
Ophthalmic Center and carried out in accordance with the 
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed 
consent was obtained from all enrolled participants. A total of 
96 healthy volunteers with no history of eye disorders were 
recruited in this study, including 51 males and 45 females. 
The inclusion criteria were: 1) best-corrected visual acuity 
(BCVA) ≥16/20; 2) normal result on standard automated 
perimetry; 3) IOP<21 mm Hg with no history of increased 
IOP; 4) cup/disc (C/D ratio) <0.6, with no retinal nerve fiber 
layer (RNFL) defects. Exclusion criteria were: 1) spherical 
equivalent >±6 diopters (D), and astigmatism >±3 D; 2) 
patients with diseases affecting the LC or the optic nerve such 
as glaucoma or ischaemic optic neuropathy etc; 3) poor image 
quality affecting the recognition of the boundary of the LC. 
The 96 cases were divided into three groups according to age: 
the young group (YG), middle-age group (MG) and older-age 
group (OG). The YG was defined as subjects aged 18-39y; the 
MG was defined as subjects aged 40-59y; the OG was defined 
as subjects aged 60y and above.
All subjects received complete ophthalmic examinations, 
which included the BCVA easurement, Goldmann applanation 
tonometry, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, gonioscopy, visual field 
examination, axial length (AL) measurement and dilated 
stereoscopic examination of the optic disc. AL was determined 
using A-scan ultrasound (Cinescan A/Bscan; Quantel Medical, 
Clemon, France). AL was defined as the distance between the 
cornea and the retina.
For each eligible patient, one eye was randomly chosen to 
be scanned using an EDI system of Heidelberg Spectralis 

optical coherence tomography (OCT) (wavelength: 870 nm; 
scan pattern: EDI; Spectralis Viewing Module version 6.0.9.0; 
Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). The radial 
scanning protocol comprising 6 angularly equidistant linear 
scans centering at the centre of ONH was conducted with a 
scan angle of 20° (Figure 1A). The EDI image was averaged 
for 100 scans using the automatic averaging and eye tracking 
system to minimize the noise and created the highest imaging 
quality. Clear images were selected and saved. The LC 
appeared as a highly reflective plate-like structure in B-scan 
images. The anterior and posterior surfaces of the LC were 
considered to be where the highly reflective region started 
and ended within the ONH[11]. The centre of the ONH was 
identified as the midpoint between the Bruch’s membrane 
opening. The lamina cribrosa thickness (LCT) was defined 
as the distance between the anterior lamina cribrosa surface 
(ALCS) and posterior lamina cribrosa surface (PLCS). The 
cLCT was calculated from the average value of the LCT in 
the ONH centre point and paracentral points (150 μm from 
the centre point in the horizontal and vertical directions). The 
anterior lamina cribrosa surface depth (ALCSD) was defined 
as the distance between the ALCS and the reference plane 
(the connection of the terminal of Bruch’s membrane were 
defined as the reference plane). The cALCSD was calculated 
from the average value of ALCSD in the ONH centre point 
and paracentral points (150 μm from the centre point in the 
horizontal and vertical directions). The prelaminar tissue 
thickness (PLTT) was defined as the distance between the 
ALCS and the bottom of the optic cup. The cPLTT was 
calculated from the average value of PLTT in the ONH centre 
point and paracentral points (150 μm from the centre point in 
the horizontal and vertical directions) (Figure 1B). The cLCT, 
cALCSD and cPLTT in the ONH centre and paracentral points 
were measured by the same experienced doctor (Xiao H).
To evaluate the inter-observer repeatability of our measuring 
method, 20 eyes from the 96 subjects were selected to be 
measured independently by two different observers (A 

Figure 1 Illustration of the definition of cLCT, cPLTT, and cALCSD in the horizontal direction  A: Infrared imaging of the optic disc 
with radial scanning protocol; B: OCT image of LC. The green line presents the connection of the terminal of Bruch’s membrane; the brown 
lines represent ALCS and PLCS; the blue narrow present LCT; the red line presents the inner limiting membrane (ILM); the pink narrow 
presents PLTT; the yellow arrows presents ALCSD; the three gray dotted lines present different LC measure points. aONH center measure point; 
bParacentral measure points.
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and B). And observer A who was blinded to the previous 
measurements, performed an additional measurement on 
another day for determination of intra-observer repeatability 
(A1 and A2).
Statistical Analysis  The data were analysed by a commercial 
analytical software program (SPSS 16.0; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, 
IL, USA). The inter-observer and intra-observer measurement 
standard deviation (SD), coefficient of variation (CV), and 
intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) were used to evaluate 
the intra-observer and the inter-observer repeatability of our 
measurement method. Kolmogorov-Smirov test and Levene 
test were conducted to test the data normality and homogeneity 
of variance, respectively. Independent t-tests were used to 
compare the cLCT, cALCSD, and cPLTT between different 
gender and eyes. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was 
applied to compare the average cLCT, cALCSD, and cPLTT 
measurements among the three different age groups in order to 
exclude the mixed effect of AL. A Pearson correlation analysis 
was calculated for variation in the three LC parameters (LCT, 
PLTT and ALCSD) relative to age and AL. P<0.05 was 
considered to be statistically significant.
ReSuLTS
The repeatability of inter-observer and intra-observer 
measurement of cLCT, cALCSD and cPLTT was obtained 
from 20 eyes. The inter-observer and intra-observer 
measurement SD, CV, and ICC are listed as Table 1.
There were 51 males and 45 females included in the study. 
The mean overall age was 50.34±18.20 (range 18-80)y. No 
statistically significant differences were noted in age between 
males and females (P=0.64). The mean refractive error was 
-1.25±1.68 D (-4.50-1.0 D). The mean AL was 23.98±1.24 mm 
(range 22.52-24.96 mm). The mean overall cLCT, cALCSD 
and cPLTT were 235.18±41.27 (95%CI 226.50-243.51) μm, 
358.02±93.80 (95%CI 339.01-377.03) μm, and 182.02±92.11 
(95%CI 163.33-200.68) μm, respectively. No statistically 
significant differences in cLCT, cALCSD and cPLTT were 
found between genders (P=0.27-0.92). There were 47 right 
eyes and 49 left eyes included in the study. No statistically 
significant differences in cLCT, cALCSD and cPLTT were 
found between different eyes (P=0.36-0.59; Table 2).
The YG included 29 eyes of 29 cases, with an average age 
of 26.72±6.26y (range 18-39y); The MG included 25 eyes 
of 25 cases, with an average age of 49.44±5.64y (rang 41-58y); 
The OG included 42 eyes of 42 cases, with an average age 
of 67.19±6.04y (rang 60-80y). The mean cLCTs of the three 
groups were 213.38±25.50 μm, 228.16±28.89 μm, and 
254.42±47.62 μm, respectively, with statistically significant 
differences among the three groups (P<0.001). The mean 
cALCSDs of the three groups were 364.78±86.22 μm, 
386.24±127.05 μm, and 336.32±79.71 μm, respectively. No 
statistically significant differences among the three groups 

were found in cALCSD (P=0.11). The mean cPLTTs of the 
three groups were 224.70±114.84 μm, 174.16±121.27 μm and 
159.80±74.05 μm respectively, with statistically significant 
differences among the three group (P<0.05; Figure 2). Post 
Hoc analysis using least significant difference test showed the 
cLCT of the OG was thicker than that of YG (P<0.001) and 
MG (P=0.007), while the cPLTT of the YG was thicker than 
that of the MG (P=0.03) and OG (P<0.001). 
Correlation analysis revealed that age was positively 
correlated with cLCT (r=0.42, P<0.001, with 95%CI 0.22-
0.62) and negatively correlated with cPLTT (r=-0.24, P=0.02 
with 95%CI -0.35 to -0.13). Age and cALCSD were not 
significantly correlated (r=-0.06, P=0.55). No correlation was 
found between AL and age (P=0.17), and no correlation was 
found between AL and cLCT, cPLTT as well as cALCSD 
(P=0.62, 0.81, 0.11 respectively). 
dISCuSSIon 
Previous study[11] defined the structure of the LC on an OCT 
image as the highly reflective region containing numerous 
pores in the deep area of ONH. Due to the shadow of sclera 
and nerve tissue, pigment of the retina or choroid, or blood 
vessels, the details of the peripheral LC were obscured and 

table 1 repeatability of inter-observer and intra-observer 
measurements 

Parameters SD CV (%) ICC 95%CI
Inter-observer
cLCT 8.58 3.93 0.936 0.845-0.974
cALCSD 11.21 6.28 0.962 0.907-0.985
cPLTT 9.84 3.23 0.957 0.895-0.983

Intra-observer
cLCT 3.39 1.60 0.944 0.864-0.977
cALCSD 7.40 4.06 0.964 0.911-0.986
cPLTT 6.79 2.21 0.960 0.902-0.984

cLCT: Central lamina cribrosa thickness; cALCSD: Central anterior 
lamina cribrosa surface depth; cPLTT: Central prelaminar tissue 
thickness; CV: Coefficient of variation; ICC: Intra-class correlation 
coefficient.

Figure 2 cLCT, cALCSD and cPLTT in three different age groups  
aANCOVA showed statistically significant differences among the 
three age groups (P<0.05).
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difficult to be identified the boundary. Therefore, the present 
study only focused on the LC in the centre of the ONH. The 
ICCs of inter-observer and intra-observe measurement of the 
three central laminar parameters both reach 0.9 indicating 
that the central laminar parameters measurement method was 
reliable.
Ren et al[12] reported that the LCT of enucleated eyes from 
normal Chinese people was 207±60 μm, which is thinner than 
that of present study (235.18±41.27 μm). This difference in 
cLCT may be attributed to the different study methods. The 
LCT in enucleated globes was examined after being fixated for 
histopathological analysis, and it is known that the methods 
used for histologic preparation may induce tissue swelling or 
shrinkage[12-13]. Therefore, their data may be smaller than the in 
vivo value due to the dehydration. Kotecha et al[7] has reported 
that the LCT of normal subjects ranged from 345.4 to 555.9 μm, 
which was thicker than the result of the present study. This 
difference may be due to the measurements were conducted in 
different ethnic groups. Lee et al[14] reported that the cLCT of 
normal Korean people obtained by EDI SD-OCT in vivo was 
273.19±34.74 μm which was thicker than our result. However, 
their measurement was the average of the horizontal scanning 
on the centre of the LC and the horizontal scanning at the 
above and below adjacent areas. The cLCT measurement in 
the present study was calculated from the average value of 
the LCT in the ONH centre point and paracentral points in the 
horizontal and vertical direction. These different averaging 
methods may lead to the slight difference in these results.
Kotecha et al[7] reported that the LCT was thicker with age 
which based on a pathological study of cadaver eyes from 
normal subjects. Immunohistochemical and biochemical 
studies have confirmed the accumulation of collagen in the 
LC beginning at birth and continuing throughout the whole 
lifespan[15-16]. The present in vivo study revealed that LCT 
was thicker in the older subjects, especially in the old people 
above 60y which seems consistent with the pathology and 
immunohistochemical studies. An in vivo study conducted 
by Lee et al[14] also confirmed that the LCT was increased 
with age. The thickening of LC is likely to contribute to the 
stiffened connective tissues and reduced compliance of LC with 
age[17], leading to increased susceptibility to IOP-induced 
glaucomatous injury in the elderly. However, Park et al[8] 
compared patients with normal-tension glaucoma and high-

tension glaucoma to normal subjects and found that the 
LC in the glaucoma patients was significantly thinner than 
in the normal subjects. Chung et al[18] even found thinner 
baseline LCT was independently associated with glaucoma 
progression in their study. But in the experimental glaucoma 
in monkeys, thickening of LC has been documented in the 
monkey with early glaucomatous eyes[6]. These contradictory 
findings indicate the complex relationship between LC 
thickening, stiffening, and IOP-related axonal insult. It is 
less well understood how the molecular and biochemical 
characterization of early glaucoma leads to changes within the 
LC, but age-related laminar changes may play an important 
role in the progression of laminar morphology from a normal 
state to that of a cupped, excavated glaucomatous state and 
further study are needed.
Sigal et al[19] reported the LC insertion into the pia mater did 
not increase with age in the donor eyes. However, Rhodes 
et al[20] found that the depth of LC changes with age differently 
across racial groups in normal subjects. The laminar depth in 
European descent subjects showed a significantly decreasing 
with age, but this phenomenon was not found in people of 
African descent. We observed a group of healthy Chinese 
subjects and also found no correlation between cALCSD and 
age. A study in high-risk ocular hypertension and glaucoma 
patients by Ren et al[21] demonstrated that the cALCSD in 
older eyes was shallower than in younger eyes for the same 
visual field status and average RNFL thickness. It seems the 
cALCSD becomes shallow with age in glaucoma and suspect 
glaucoma patient. The contradictory results may be due to the 
compliance of LC at different age. It is should be note that 
Ren et al’s[21] study was obtained in patient with high ocular 
pressure. Increased IOP will lead to LC deformation and 
bowing backward[22]. The ability to deformation depended on 
the compliance of LC[23]. However, the compliance of LC is 
reduced with age[15], thus the bowing backward will be much 
less in glaucoma patients with older age than younger eyes 
for the same visual field status and RNFL thickness. When 
it comes to normal healthy people, without the pathological 
displacement, the original depth of LC may not be affected by 
age. Moreover, it also should be noted that most of the previous 
in vivo studies of the lamina used the Bruch’s membrane as 
a reference plane when measuring anterior laminar depth. 
The present study also used this reference plane. However, a 

table 2 LC parameters between different gender and eyes

Parameters (μm)
Gender

P
Different eye

P
F (n=51) M (n=45) Right (n=47) Left (n=49)

cLCT 235.43±44.60 234.53±39.30 0.92 237.86±44.95 232.04±38.91 0.50
cALCSD 367.92±93.58 346.80±93.82 0.27 366.63±92.21 349.04±95.59 0.36
cPLTT 191.71±101.12 171.04±80.41 0.28 187.04±96.61 176.79±87.90 0.59

cLCT: Central lamina cribrosa thickness; cALCSD: Central anterior lamina cribrosa surface depth; cPLTT: Central prelaminar tissue thickness.
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recent prospective observational study[24] found the anterior 
movement of the lamina was detected more frequently with the 
Bruch’s membrane compared with the anterior sclera reference 
plane. Significant choroidal thinning occurred in most patients 
in whom anterior movement of the lamina occurred with the 
Bruch’s membrane, but not the anterior sclera reference plane, 
indicating the decrease of anterior laminar depth measured 
based on the Bruch’s membrane may due to the thinning of 
choroids. In the present study, though the correlation between 
age and ALCSD didn’t reach statistical significance, the 
average ALCSD of the OG was smaller than that of YG and 
MG. Ding et al[25] found that the choroidal thickness reduced 
significantly in old people above 60y, the reduced choroidal 
thickness may result in reduced ALCSD measured in older 
group (age above 60y) in the present study.
A study[20] reported that the mean prelaminar tissue volume 
was lower in the older subjects compared to the younger 
subjects of European descent and African descent. In the 
present study, we also found that the cPLTT decreased with 
age. It is well-known that the ganglion cell axon and the 
vessels are two main components of prelaminar tissue[26]. 
Studies[27] have demonstrated that the ganglion cell axon lost 
with age. Bazvand et al[28] also found that the flow area of 
the ONH and the papillary vascular density decreased with 
increasing age. Thus, the attenuation of ganglion cell axon and 
the blood flow volume may lead to the decrease of cPLTT. 
A study in rhesus monkeys with experimental glaucoma 
displayed that overall tissues were atrophied in the prelaminar 
region in glaucomatous eyes[22]. Chung et al’s[18] study even 
found that the progressed glaucoma group had a significantly 
thinner prelaminar tissue than the non-progressed group at 
baseline, indicating that thinner prelaminar tissue may be a risk 
of glaucoma progression. The decrease in cPLTT with age may 
also prompt the increasing risk of glaucoma and be consistent 
with the investigation results that primary open angle glaucoma 
prevalence increased per decade of age[10].
The relationship between AL and cLCT was controversial 
in the previous studies. Lee et al’s[14] study revealed that AL 
was not correlated with cLCT, which was consistent with our 
results. However, a histologic study by Jonas et al[13] indicated 
that the lamina was significantly thinner in highly myopia. 
Since high myopic eyes are always accompanied by multiple 
fundus abnormalities, high myopia eyes (<-6 D) which always 
with an extremely long AL were not recruited in this study. The 
small range of AL might be one of the reasons that we could 
not find a relationship between AL and cLCT.
The present study revealed that the thickness of the cLCT and 
cPLTT might be related to age in healthy Chinese subjects. 
The impact of the age should be taken into account when 
evaluating the LC in glaucoma and other optic neuropathies. 
There are still several limitations in this study. First, in this 

study the cLCT, cALSCD and cPLTT were calculated from 
the average value of the LCT, ALCSD and PLLTT in the ONH 
central point and paracentral points (150 μm from the centre 
point) in the horizontal and vertical directions, which just is a 
preliminary study about the central LC and cannot reflect the 
overall perspective of the LC. Further studies are needed to 
increase the scanning density of the lamina, reduce the shadow 
of the vessel in the peripheral laminar region and carry out 
three-dimensional reconstruction of the lamina in order to 
obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the lamina. 
Second, the LC curvature was not included in this study. Due 
to the shadow of the vessel in the peripheral laminar region, 
the peripheral laminar image is not clear enough to accurately 
calculate the laminar curvature, further study using swept-
source OCT which can provide imaging with better penetration 
may resolve this problem. Third, as the reference plane may 
affect the ALCSD measurement, a further study is needed 
to compare the influence of age on ALCSD using different 
measurement method.
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